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kaufmann repetto is pleased to present Cross, English artist John Stezaker’s first 

solo exhibition with the gallery.

 

A cult figure in post-war British art, through a range of techniques made up of 

sparse and rigorous actions, Stezaker re-examines the role of the photographic image 

in contemporary culture, challenging its unreliability as a document of reality 

or a stronghold of memory, investigating the drift of its meanings. In his Chalk 

Farm studio in London, the archive of images collected and catalogued obsessively 

by the artist—guided by the daemon of a fundamental process in his production: 

that of fascination1—are implemented as genuine readymades, transformed through 

juxtaposition, re-framing, and other editing tools to form small to medium-sized 

collages, seductive yet on the verge of the disconcerting.

 

The collage is a workshop of grafting, a space in which the selection and layering of 

images is not structured on the basis of the logics of synthesis or hybridization, but 

by sudden and precise syntactic shifts that imply the idea of a constant separation 

that is being bridged. Stezaker thus positions his subjects in the space defined by 

notions of the “liminal”, exploiting the qualities and elements of antagonistic 

natures—male/female, urban/pastoral, nature/culture, landscape/portrait—which make 

them at the same time a metaphor for union and disaggregation, of a marriage and its 

consequent betrayal: “they look like fusions but are more like mutual cancellations.2”

The material at the basis of Stezaker’s collages has already lived previous lives 

and experienced the physical consequences of this circulation: images, photographs 

are ultimately objects and are thus destined to suffer the fate of all material 

things. What Stezaker shows us has passed before other gazes before reaching his 

own—despite the fact that those photographs have never been considered as they are 

now, as a consequence of their having been transformed into works of art. Through his 

combinations and graftings, Stezaker leads an investigation into these new figures, 

detournements made up of correspondences that lull the mind into a regressive  game, 

one seamlessly revolving around the reconstruction of a dominant image, and one which 

continually offsets the decoding process through the fundamental ambiguity intrinsic 

to the image.

1 “I’m dedicated to fascination–to image fascination, a fascination for the point at which the image becomes 

self-enclosed and autonomous. It does so through a series of processes of disjunction... I’m very much a 

follower of Maurice Blanchot’s ideas when it comes to image and fascination; he sees it as a necessary series 

of deaths that the image has to go through to become visible and disconnected from its ordinary referent.” 

“Demand the impossible: Interview with John Stezaker by Michael Bracewell”, frieze, March 2005, pp. 92-93.

2 From an email conversation with the artist. 
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In the first room, the series of collages titled Untitled (Africa) (2016-19) depict 

silhouettes reminiscent of the modernization of European art, protracted through the 

subjugation of the history of African artistic production and the inclusion of its 

styles through a form of cultural proto-gentrification. Their perimeter is drawn into 

an interplay of visual and semiotic crossovers with the vaults of gothic heritage 

and the profile of what appears to be a Virgin Mary in painted wood, they become more 

grim and, even, more horrifying. 

In the collages from the series Gothic Portrait (2019), publicity portraits of 

the ’50s and ’60s intersect with pictorial subjects of European gothic religious 

portraiture, creating images that are perturbing in their incapacity to adhere to 

the expectations of the viewer in terms of a given gender or age, but also for the 

formal mismatches that stage the collapse of the timeline within which these new 

images exist.

In Betrayal (in pinewood) (2010), the alternation of registers of representation—

sacred and profane, epic and everyday—come together to form a single image with 

slippery edges in which both sides blindly take part in a disjointed narrative. 

Cross (2019), the film after which the exhibition is titled and which concludes the 

exhibition itinerary in ideal terms, shows the simultaneously liquid and static 

behavior of architecture: postcard images of the interiors of gothic cathedrals, and 

reproduced at the speed of 24 frames per second, transforming the sculpted stone 

into something flesh-like, biological tissue in constant decay, regeneration and 

transformation, all anchored around a center, a vanishing point that intermittently 

appears before the eyes of the viewer: a cross that stands out in the middle of a 

nave—the original act, the intersection of two lines, a cut that marks individual 

spaces yet spaces that fit into one another.
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